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Market Overview PBOC kept the MLF rate unchanged at 3.3%, this disappointed the market 
and SHCOMP lost 1.7%. This dragged on the HK market and HSI tumbled 
334pts to 26,790 with HKD68b turnover. HSI had lost 2% in the last two 
days, a technical rebound is possible.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Economy 
Some economists see stabilization in 4Q19: (1) Previous supportive policies will gradually take effect; (2) 
Infrastructure spending will firm up as construction may speed up to make up for delays due to summer 
weather; (3) Consumption will likely be prompted by car sales. The 70th National Day and earlier Lunar 
New Year in 2020 may uplift economic activities in 4Q19 
 
China Infrastructure 
According to data released by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), China’s FAI rose by 5.5% YoY in 
8M19, sliding 0.2ppt MoM but improved 0.2ppt YoY. Firming public sector investment (up 7.1% YoY in 
8M19) offset the slowdown of private sector FAI growth. Decelerated manufacturing investment (down 
4.9ppts YoY) dragged industrial FAI growth. Infrastructure FAI continued to witness stable growth of 4.2% 
YoY with 11.0% YoY growth in railway investment. Market expects infrastructure investment to maintain 
mid-single-digit growth in the rest of 2019.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SHK Properties (16 HK) 
With the pricing in public land tenders continuing to rise amid competition from both local and Chinese 
players, SHKP should successfully switch its focus to farm land conversion, especially in Ma On Shan and 
Tuen Mun, aiming to maintain its market leader position.  
 
PetroChina (857 HK) 
PetroChina is likely to see modest production/reserve growth in upstream segment while downstream 
business continues to suffer from intensifying competition and supply glut. The ongoing natural gas 
reform and the establishment of a national oil and gas pipeline company will potentially remove the 
biggest overhang of the stock. 
 
Air China (753 HK) 
Passenger capacity and passenger traffic recorded YoY increase of 5.6% and 6.1% respectively in August. 
The overall passenger load factor was 84.6%, representing an increase of 0.4ppt as compared to the same 
period last year.  
 
Weichai Power (2338 HK) 
According to management (1) industry heavy-duty truck (HDT) sales could stay at 1-1.1m units this year, 
with natural gas HDTs likely to rise to 15-20%; (2) Weichai-Sinotruk integration is drawing to a close, 
Weichai will supply Sinotruk with engines <10L; and (3) Weichai will increase capex and R&D spending on 
engines and fuel-cell engines. 
 
Mengniu Dairy (2319 HK)  
Mengniu offers A$12.65 per share to acquire all the shares of Bellamy’s, implying a 52% premium to its 
last close. Some see the brand command strong brand equity but lack a competitive Chinese partner. 



There might be potential synergy between Mengniu and Bellamy’s, which could be a decent supplement 
to Mengniu’s IMF brand portfolio given its channel positioning.  
 
CGN Power (1816 HK) 
The tariff and returns on the Taishan project, as well as other 3G reactors, are uncertain. If utilisation 
hours of nuclear-power plants surprise on the upside or if the government approves higher-than-expected 
tariffs, there will be upside to earnings.   
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